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Recurso Electrónico

"Programming made fun with help from the minds at Nintendo. Kids can learn how to make their own games

with guided lessons created by Nintendo. From a simple game of tag to a run-and-jump obstacle course, each

lesson is broken down into multiple, manageable segments that let kids go at their own pace--and have fun in

the process. By playing through interactive lessons, kids will learn the basics of visual game programming.

Nodon, colorful creatures with distinct personalities, keep kids engaged through lessons with tips and

motivating messages. With a simple press of a button, swap between the programming screen and the game

screen--watch how programming changes the game on the fly."--Amazon.com
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Nota general:  Video game  Nintendo Switch "Basic reading ability in one of the software languages is needed to 

 fully enjoy this software"--Container  Title from cartridge label TV mode: 1 player; tabletop mode: 1 player; 

handheld mode: 1 player; multiplayer games (2-8 players) can be created (additional controllers may be required to 

play depending on game design)

Audiencia: ESRB content rating: E, Everyone (content is generally suitable for all ages; mild fantasy violence)

Detalles del sistema:  System requirements: Nintendo Switch game system Online requirements: online features for 

this software require a paid Nintendo Switch Online membership; a Nintendo Account is required to use online 

 services Supported features: Nintendo Switch Pro Controller compatible; TV, tabletop, and handheld modes of play

Lengua: Game contents in English, French and Spanish; text on packaging in English and Spanish

Materia:    Video games- Design- Computer games    Videojuegos- "Game builder garage"- Disco óptico. Video 
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